The Department of Chemical Engineering offers doctoral and master’s degrees for recently graduated students and working professionals alike. We take pride in our diverse and growing graduate student population that represents all corners of the globe. With more than 25 professors and an average of $10 million per year in research funding, the University of Utah’s chemical engineering department is among the largest and most successful in the western U.S.

In addition to high-quality research in areas ranging from nanomaterials to oil & gas to multiscale simulation of chemical processes, you will find that our award-winning faculty is devoted to teaching and student development. Our graduate students enjoy the collegiality of our department and the world-class teaching and research facilities.

Financial support is available through fellowships and research assistantships. Incoming Ph.D. students are guaranteed funding, and tuition costs are generally waived for most Ph.D. students through the university’s tuition benefit program.

**COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING**

In the past decade, we’ve more than doubled the output of master’s and doctoral degrees awarded. With $77.6M in research expenditures, the College ranked 37th in research productivity in the 2014 ASEE Profiles, which compares U.S. engineering and technology programs. We have also grown the size of the faculty to 188, which puts the College among the top 10 percent for faculty size.

**LIVING IN UTAH**

Utah is legendary for snowboarding, skiing, camping, hiking and biking. There is plenty to see and do:

- Six world-class skiing and snowboarding resorts within a 30-minute drive of the University of Utah.
- Five scenic national parks and dozens of state parks celebrated for their beauty and accessibility.
- Ranked No. 1 for Best Hiking Cities by National Geographic.
- Home of the internationally-renowned Sundance Film Festival, MLS’s Real Salt Lake soccer team and the NBA’s Utah Jazz.